Phosphorylation Mutants of JC Virus Agnoprotein Are Unable To Sustain the Viral Infection Cycle
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Many eukaryotic and viral regulatory proteins are known to undergo posttranslational modifications including phosphorylation, which plays a critical role in many aspects of cell function. Previous studies from our and other laboratories indicated that the JC virus (JCV) late regulatory protein, agnoprotein, plays an important role in the JCV life cycle. Agnoprotein contains several potential phosphorylation sites, including Ser7, Ser11, and Thr21, which are potential targets for the serine/threonine-specific protein kinase C (PKC). In this study, we investigated the functional significance of these phosphorylation sites for the activity of agnoprotein. In vitro and in vivo kinase assays demonstrated that agnoprotein is a target for phosphorylation by PKC. In addition, each of the PKC phosphorylation sites was mutated to Ala singly and in combination, and the effects of these mutations on the JCV life cycle were analyzed. Although the expression of each mutant agnoprotein was detectable during the infection cycle, virus containing each of these mutations failed to propagate. These results contrast with those obtained with an agnoprotein start codon point (Pt) mutant where agnoprotein expression was completely inhibited. The Pt mutant was viable but replicates less efficiently than the wild type (WT). Moreover, conservative substitutions at PKC phosphorylation sites (Ser7, Ser11, and Thr21 to Asp) resulted in a viable virus, which further demonstrate the importance of these sites on agnoprotein function. Further analysis of the mutants by viral release assay and electron microscopy studies revealed that viral particles were efficiently released from infected cells and morphologically indistinguishable from those of WT but were deficient in DNA content. This may account for the defective propagation of the mutants. These results imply that phosphorylated forms of agnoprotein may have essential functions in the viral life cycle and serve as potential targets for therapeutic interventions to limit JCV propagation and JCV-induced diseases.

Posttranslational modifications including phosphorylation are critical for the activity of many regulatory proteins (40). Perhaps the most extensively characterized viral protein in this manner is large T antigen (LT-Ag) of simian virus 40 (SV40), which is a multifunctional nuclear phosphoprotein and regulates key events in the viral life cycle including initiation of viral DNA replication and activation of viral late genes. The binding activity of SV40 LT-Ag to the viral origin of replication is stimulated when it is phosphorylated by p34^cdc2^ kinase (21). Cooperative hexamer assembly is facilitated when SV40 LT-Ag is dephosphorylated by phosphatase 2A (26). Similarly, phosphorylation has also been shown to affect the activities of many other viral regulatory proteins that are involved in DNA replication, including mouse polyomavirus LT-Ag (45), the papillomavirus E1 protein (45), JCV LT-Ag (38), human immunodeficiency virus type 1 vpr (1), and herpes simplex virus type 1 origin binding protein (15).

JCV is a human polyomavirus with a double-stranded covalently linked circular genome and is the etiological agent of a fatal demyelinating disease, progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy (PML) (5, 28, 32). Although JCV shows a high degree of sequence homology to the human BK virus (BKV) and simian SV40 polyomaviruses in coding regions (~70%), the noncoding regulatory region of each virus is highly divergent from one another. This divergence appears to play a determining role in the unique pattern of expression of each virus in different cell types and tissues (11, 19). In addition, JCV exhibits an unusually narrow tissue tropism (10, 17, 39) in that it lyrically infects oligodendrocytes in the central nervous system and causes PML. JCV is a slow-growing virus compared to SV40. It takes several weeks to grow an equivalent amount of virus in tissue culture compared to 2 to 3 days for SV40. JCV also exhibits marked divergence from SV40 with respect to the mode of viral entry into cells. SV40 enters cells through a caveola-dependent endocytosis pathway (2, 36), whereas JCV enters by a clathrin-dependent receptor-mediated endocytosis pathway (25).

In addition to encoding viral capsid proteins, the late coding region of JCV encodes a small and basic regulatory protein, agnoprotein, whose functions in the JCV life cycle remain elusive. Agnoprotein localizes to the cytoplasmic and perinuclear regions when expressed in infected cells (34). We have previously demonstrated that agnoprotein functionally interacts with JCV LT-Ag and the cellular factor, YB-1 (31, 34). In addition, we showed that agnoprotein dysregulates cell cycle progression in that the cells stably expressing agnoprotein largely accumulate at the G2/M phase of the cell cycle (8). Recent observations also indicate that JCV agnoprotein may be involved in negative regulation of DNA repair by modulating the activity of Ku70 and Ku80 (9). Furthermore, it was
recently reported that agnoprotein interacts with cellular proteins, FEZ1 and HP1α, and may promote the transport of virions from the nucleus to the cytoplasm (23) and thereby facilitate the propagation of JCV (37).

Computer-aided motif search analysis of agnoprotein has revealed that it contains potential phosphorylation sites for several kinases, including protein kinase C (PKC). PKC belongs to a group of kinases that phosphorylate serine or threonine residues of target proteins. This kinase plays a crucial role in the initial events of signal transduction pathways (4, 13) downstream of growth factor receptors. It relies on the stimulation by the products of phospholipid hydrolysis for its activation. A membrane bound enzyme called phospholipase C mediates the hydrolysis of inositol phospholipids into diacylglycerol (DAG) and inositol 1,4,5-triophosphate [Ins(1,4,5)P3] products. Ins(1,4,5)P3 in turn triggers the release of calcium (Ca2+) from intracellular stores. Both release Ca2+ and DAG and then activate PKC, which subsequently phosphorylates serine and threonine residues on a variety of intracellular proteins, including proteins that are components of the transcriptional machinery, regulatory proteins of cytoskeleton, growth factor receptors, and proteins that regulate ion channels (4, 13).

We have analyzed here the importance of the potential PKC phosphorylation sites of agnoprotein for the JCV life cycle. Our results demonstrated that agnoprotein was a target for phosphorylation by PKC in vitro and in vivo. Agnoprotein phosphorylation mutants were expressed during the infection cycle, but mutant viruses were unable to sustain replication cycle. In addition, we showed that the mutant viral particles were successfully released from the infected cells but were deficient in viral DNA content compared to the wild type (WT), which may account for their defective propagation in cell culture.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell lines. SVG-A is a subclonal population of a human glial cell line that was established by transformation of human fetal glial cell line with an origin-defective SV40 mutant and has been described previously (20). These cells do not cross-react with JCV capsid proteins. Pt mutant, the NcoI site (CCATGG) of Mad-1 WT, containing the translation initiation codon (ATG) of agnoprotein, was converted into XhoI site (CTCGAG) by base substitution. Thus, the point mutant virus is defective in producing agnoprotein. Pt mutant was also cloned into BamH1 site of Bluescript KS Mad-1 pt.

Controlled infection. SVG-A cells (2 × 106 cells/75-cm2 flask) were transfected either with Mad-1 WT or with Mad-1 Mut1, Mad-1 Mut2, Mad-1 Mut3, or Mad-1 Mut-Asp viral DNA (8 μg each) using Lipofectin according to the manufacturer’s recommendations (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). At 5 h postransfection, cells were washed twice with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and fed with DMEM supplemented with 2% FBS and antibiotics (penicillin-streptomycin, 100 μg/ml). Cells were then maintained at 37°C in a humidified atmosphere with 7% CO2 until they were processed for extract preparation or DNA isolation.

Immunofluorescence microscopy. Indirect immunofluorescence microscopy studies were performed as previously described (3, 30, 33, 34) using an anti-agnoprotein polyclonal antibody.

Whole-cell and nuclear extract preparation. Whole-cell and nuclear extracts were prepared as described previously (18, 30, 35).

Western blotting. Whole-cell extracts, prepared from SVG-A cells untransfected or transfected with respective plasmid constructs, were resolved by SDS-PAGE and blotted onto nitrocellulose membranes. Blotted membranes were probed either with an anti-agnoprotein polyclonal antibody as described previously (30, 34) and detected by an ECL kit according to the manufacturer's recommendations (Amersham, England). In parallel, nuclear extracts, prepared from either transfected or untransfected cells, were analyzed for VP1 by Western blotting utilizing a monoclonal anti-VP1 antibody (pAB597, kindly provided by W. Atwood, Brown University, Rhode Island). In addition, the released viral particles were immunoprecipitated by an anti-VP1 antibody (pAB597), and immunocomplexes were probed with either anti-VP1 or an anti-SV40 antibody (Lee Biomedical Research) that detects viral capsid proteins, which is also cross-reactive with JCV capsid proteins.

Replication assay. Replication assays were carried out as previously described (31). Briefly, SVG-A cells (2 × 106 cells/75-cm2 flask) were transfected either with Mad-1 WT or with Mad-1 Mut1, Mad-1 Mut2, Mad-1 Mut3, Mad-1 Pt, or Mad-1 Mut-Asp viral DNA (6 μg) utilizing Lipofectin according to the manufacturer’s recommendations (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). At 5 h postransfection, cells were washed twice with PBS. SVG-A cells were fed with regular DMEM containing 2% FBS. At the indicated points postransfection, low-molecular-weight DNA containing both input and replicated viral DNA was isolated by using QIAGEN...
spin columns (46), digested with BamHI and DpnI enzymes, resolved on a 1% agarose gel, and analyzed by Southern blotting using probe prepared from whole Mad-1 genome.

Viral particle release assay. Mad-1 WT genome or its agnoprotein phosphor-ylation mutants (Mut1, Mut2, and Mut3) were separately transfected into SVG-A cells (8 \( \mu \)g/g DNA/2 \( \times \)10^6 cells/75-cm² flask). Whole media (12 ml) were collected at indicated time points, spun at 10,000 rpm to clear cell debris and was subjected to immunoprecipitation with an anti-VP1 antibody (10 \( \mu \)g). Half of the samples were analyzed by Western blotting with anti-VP1 antibody (pAB597). The other half was analyzed by Southern blotting for detection of encapsidated viral DNA. The viral DNA from capsids was purified by using QIAGEN spin columns (46), digested with BamHI and DpnI enzymes, resolved on a 1% agarose gel, and analyzed by Southern blotting with a probe prepared from whole Mad-1 genome.

Electron microscopy. Released viral particles (WT and Mut3) were immunoprecipitated with an anti-VP1 antibody (pAB597) and processed by the electron microscopy (EM) Biomedical Imaging Core, Department of Pathology, University of Pennsylvania.

RESULTS

Agnoprotein is phosphorylated by PKC in vitro. Phosphorylation plays critical roles in the function of many regulatory viral and cellular proteins (1, 41–43, 45). Agnoprotein, encoded by the leader sequences of the late transcripts of JCV, contains potential phosphorylation sites for a serine and a threonine kinase, PKC (Fig. 1A). Therefore, we sought to demonstrate whether this enzyme is able to phosphorylate agnoprotein in vitro. To do this, bacterially produced GST or GST-agnoprotein (GST-Agno) fusion protein, immobilized on GST-Sepharose beads, was incubated with PKC as described in Materials and Methods. Phosphorylated proteins, which bound to GST-Sepharose beads, were extensively washed with reaction buffer, fractionated by SDS–12% PAGE, and visualized by autoradiography. (C) Analysis of bacterially produced GST and GST-agnoprotein by a SDS–12% PAGE, followed by Coomassie staining. Due to rapid degradation of the agnoprotein, it is difficult to produce it as a single-banded protein in bacteria (34).

FIG. 1. Agnoprotein is phosphorylated by PKC in vitro. (A) Deduced amino acid sequence of agnoprotein. Potential phosphorylation sites on agnoprotein for PKC (Ser7, Ser11, and Thr21) are depicted by arrows. (B) PKC phosphorylates agnoprotein in vitro. One microgram of bacterially produced GST alone or GST-agnoprotein (GST-Agno) fusion protein, immobilized on GST-Sepharose beads, was incubated with PKC as described in Materials and Methods (1). Half of the samples were analyzed by Western blotting with anti-VP1 antibody (pAB597). The other half was analyzed by Southern blotting for detection of encapsidated viral DNA. The viral DNA from capsids was purified by using QIAGEN spin columns (46), digested with BamHI and DpnI enzymes, resolved on a 1% agarose gel, and analyzed by Southern blotting with a probe prepared from whole Mad-1 genome. (C) Analysis of bacterially produced GST and GST-agnoprotein by a SDS–12% PAGE, followed by Coomassie staining. Of note, GST-agnoprotein is not produced as a single band in bacteria as previously reported (31).

Agnoprotein is phosphorylated during the infection cycle. We also wanted to investigate whether agnoprotein is phosphorylated in vivo during the infection cycle. Whole-cell extracts were prepared at 5 and 10 days posttransfection from SVG-A cells either untransfected or transfected with JCV Mad-1 genome in the presence of phosphatase inhibitors. Whole-cell lysates were then subjected to immunoprecipitation with an anti-agnoprotein antibody. A small portion of the immunocomplexes was treated with phosphatase or left untreated, and a kinase reaction was performed on the samples as described in Materials and Methods. The assumption in the treatment of the samples with phosphatase was the following. If agnoprotein was phosphorylated in vivo during the infection cycle, the phosphate groups would be removed upon treatment with phosphatase, and we should obtain a relatively higher signal from the samples that were treated with phosphatase after the kinase reaction compared to the untreated ones. This in turn provides information about the phosphorylation status of agnoprotein in vivo. As shown in Fig. 2A, agnoprotein immunoprecipitated from the extracts prepared at 5 and 10 days posttransfection exhibited a strong signal upon depophosphory-
lation, followed by phosphorylation by PKC, compared to untreated samples (compare lanes 3 and 5 with lanes 4 and 6, respectively), suggesting that agnoprotein is phosphorylated in vivo during the infection cycle. As a negative control, we used immunocomplexes from untransfected cells for the kinase reaction but detected a faint signal at background levels after the dephosphorylation/rephosphorylation process (compare lane 1 to lanes 3 and 5), which supports the specificity of our in vivo phosphorylation reactions for agnoprotein. In Fig. 2B, we demonstrated by Western blotting that a relatively equal amount of agnoprotein was used in kinase reactions.

In order to further confirm whether suspected phosphorylation sites of agnoprotein are in fact a target for PKC in vivo, we individually or combinatorially mutated these sites into Ala and performed kinase assays. SVG-A cells were transfected with either WT or Mut1, Mut2, or Mut3, and whole-cell lysates, prepared at 5th day posttransfection, were subjected to immunoprecipitation with an anti-agnoprotein antibody followed by phosphorylation with PKC. WT agnoprotein was phosphorylated by PKC after dephosphorylation (lane 3), which is consistent with our results from Fig. 2A. We also detected a strong signal for Mut1, where only Thr21 was mutated, indicating that the other two potential phosphorylation sites for PKC (Ser7 and Ser11) remained intact. However, as expected, the level of signal for Mut3, where all three phosphorylation sites (Ser7, Ser11, and Thr21) were substituted for Ala, was significantly less than for WT (78% less, compare lane 9 to lane 3).
Ala, dropped to the background levels after the dephosphorylation/rephosphorylation process (compare lane 7 to lane 1).

Figure 2D demonstrates the use of a relatively equal amount of agnoprotein in kinase reactions by Western blotting. Taken together, these results showed that agnoprotein is phosphorylated in vivo and that Ser7, Ser11, and Thr21 are targets for phosphorylation by PKC.

Agnoprotein phosphorylation mutants were unable to sustain infection cycle. We next examined the effect of phosphorylation mutants of agnoprotein on JCV DNA replication by using a DpnI replication assay. For this purpose, JCV Mad-1 WT or its agnoprotein mutant genomes (Mut1, Mut2, and Mut3) were transfected into SVG-A cells, and low-molecular-weight DNA was isolated by a column purification method (46) at 7, 14, and 21 days posttransfection. Subsequently, newly replicated DNA was digested with BamHI and DpnI enzymes and analyzed by Southern blotting. As shown in Fig. 3A, as expected, WT virus replicated efficiently during the infection cycle, and its level of replication increased gradually but significantly toward 21 day posttransfection (lanes 2 to 4). However, it was surprising that all three phosphorylation mutants of agnoprotein showed replication only during the early phases of infection cycle (lanes 5, 8, and 11) and were unable to sustain replication cycles at later time points. It was also evident from our results that mutation at Thr21 alone or those at Ser7 and Ser11 were sufficient to cause this effect.

Next, we compared the replication properties of an agnoprotein point (Pt) mutant with those of the WT virus. In Pt
mutant, the translation initiation codon (ATG) was altered, and therefore it does not produce agnoprotein. As shown in Fig. 3B, the agnoprotein Pt mutant was capable of replicating in the absence of agnoprotein but substantially less efficiently than WT (compare lanes 3 and 4 to lanes 6 and 7, respectively), a finding which correlates with previously published reports (22, 27). In Fig. 3C, the absence of the expression of agnoprotein from Pt mutant genome was demonstrated by Western blotting (lanes 3 to 5). Altogether, these observations indicate that agnoprotein phosphorylation mutants and Pt mutant behave differently during the infection cycle.

**Agnoprotein phosphorylation mutants are expressed during the infection cycle.** It was surprising to observe that agnoprotein phosphorylation mutants were unable to sustain viral replication cycle but displayed the ability to replicate during the early phases of infection. We then sought to determine whether each mutant agnoprotein was expressed during the infection cycle and whether the cells infected with the mutants show morphological differences with respect to WT. SVG-A cells were transfected with either Mad-1 WT or with Mut1, Mut2, or Mut3 separately, and whole-cell extracts were prepared at different time points and analyzed by Western blotting with an anti-agnoprotein antibody. As demonstrated in Fig. 4A, agnoprotein expression for both WT and mutants (lane 2) was detectable as early as day 3 posttransfection; the expression levels of mutant proteins (for all three mutants) were noticeably higher than that of WT for certain time points (lanes 2 to 6). In order to explain this observed phenomenon, we investigated a possibility that this might be due to a case, where mutant proteins are more stable than WT, by using a pulse-chase labeling assay. The results from these assays demonstrated that the turnover rates of the mutant agnoproteins are similar to that of WT, suggesting that some other mechanism(s), other than protein stability, is involved in the higher expression of mutants compared to WT (data not shown). In this regard, however, it is possible that there might exist a negative feedback mechanism, which is disrupted in mutant cases and may contribute to this observed phenomenon. In addition, further analysis of the expression levels of WT and mutant agnoproteins for later days showed that their expression decreased to minimal levels by day 7 posttransfection. This decrease was seen even earlier in the case of Mut3 (day 6, lane 6). One explanation for the observed decrease is the following. It is likely that the first round of infection cycle was complete by day 7 posttransfection, and newly infected cells did not have chance to express viral proteins at higher levels. It was also surprising that whereas WT gradually recovered from this decrease by day 10 posttransfection (lanes 8 to 10), neither of the mutants was able to do so as the infection cycle proceeded forward, suggesting that the phosphorylation mutant agnoprotein had a dramatic effect on JCV life cycle. In addition, we also examined the level of agnoprotein phosphorylation mutants beyond day 10 posttransfection. We were unable to detect mutant agnoproteins for later days of infection cycle compared to WT, which is consistent with the results from replication studies where mutants were defective for replication beyond day 7 posttransfection (Fig. 3A).

Next, we examined the effect of one of the agnoprotein phosphorylation mutants (Mut3) on the morphology of the infected cells by immunocytochemistry (Fig. 5). SVG-A cells were transfected either with WT or Mut3, fixed at 3, 6, and 10 days posttransfection; probed with an anti-agnoprotein antibody; and analyzed under a fluorescence microscope for morphological alterations. At early phases of infection (day 3), the cells transfected with WT genome had a sphere-shaped nuclear morphology, although the highest concentrations were localized to the perinuclear area (Fig. 5A). In contrast, the cells transfected with Mut3 had a kidney-shaped nuclear morphology at the same day posttransfection (day 3), and mutant agnoprotein

![FIG. 4. Mutant agnoproteins are expressed during the infection cycle.](http://jvi.asm.org/)}
was more perinuclear but accumulated mostly at the hilus region of a kidney-shaped nucleus. We also observed a kidney-shaped nuclear morphology for WT, but this occurred at the later datum points (Fig. 5B). It was also evident that the effect of WT agnoprotein on cell morphology was not as dramatic as the one that was observed for Mut3 (Fig. 5D and E).

**Analysis of virion release and genomic content of the viral particles.** The inability of agnoprotein phosphorylation mutants to sustain viral replication cycle suggested the possibility that the mutants were either defective in the release of the infectious viral particles or that the released particles were deficient in DNA content. To distinguish between these possibilities, the released viral particles were immunoprecipitated from the culture media and analyzed by both Western and Southern blotting. The culture media were collected from the cells transfected either with WT or mutants (Mut1, Mut2, and Mut3) at different time points, and viral particles were subjected to immunoprecipitation with an anti-VP1 antibody. The samples were then split into two equal portions. One portion was analyzed by Western blotting with anti-VP1 antibody. The other portion was analyzed by Southern blotting for the detection of encapsidated viral DNA. As demonstrated in Fig. 6A, VP1 was readily detectable for WT at every time point evaluated posttransfection (lanes 3 to 7) by Western blotting. We also observed comparable levels of virion release for each mutant virus at days 3 and 6 posttransfection (lanes 3 and 4). An even higher level of signal was observed for Mut2 and Mut3 at day 3 posttransfection compared to the WT. However, the observed signal declined to minimal levels after the day 6 datum point for mutants compared to the WT (lanes 5 and 6). The observed signal was not detectable for Mut1 and Mut2 beyond day 12 posttransfection. This occurred even earlier for Mut3 (day 9, lane 5). These results demonstrated that mutant viruses were capable of releasing the viral particles at least as efficiently as WT. In light of these findings, we then reasoned that perhaps the released viral particles were deficient in viral DNA and were therefore unable to successfully propagate. To investigate this possibility, we analyzed the viral DNA content of the other half of the immunoprecipitated samples by Southern blotting. As demonstrated in Fig. 6B, we detected, as expected, a relatively strong signal for encapsidated WT viral DNA, isolated at day 3 posttransfection (lane 3), and the intensity of the signal gradually increased for the later time points (lanes 4, 6, and 7) except for the day 9 (lane 5). One of the possible explanations for this discrepancy is that, since JCV completes its first round of infection cycle in about 6 to 7 days, the newly infected cells did not appear to have sufficient time to release comparable amount of virions into the culture media. In contrast to our findings for WT, we detected only a very weak signal for Mut1 and Mut2 at day 6 and for Mut3 at day 3 posttransfection and did not observe a detectable level of signal for the rest of the time points, a finding that which strongly supports the hypothesis that the viral particles, released from the cells transfected with the mutants, were deficient in DNA content. This then appears to result in a defective propagation of the mutant viruses at the subsequent rounds of infection cycles.

Released mutant viral particles are morphologically similar to WT. We further analyzed the nature of the released mutant viral particles by EM and Western blotting. For this purpose, the culture media were collected from the cells transfected either with WT or Mut3 on day 6 posttransfection, and viral particles were subjected to immunoprecipitation with an anti-VP1 antibody and processed for EM analysis. As shown in Fig. 6C, the mutant viral particles are morphologically indistinguishable from those of WT, which convincingly suggested that
The mutant virus is intact and therefore further suggested the possibility that they may also contain other viral structural capsid proteins. This was investigated by Western blot analysis of the released particles. As demonstrated in Fig. 6D, all three mutant viral particles (Mut1, Mut2, and Mut3), in addition to VP1, also contain VP2 capsid protein. Altogether, the results from the EM and Western blotting studies confidently demonstrate that the phosphorylation mutants of agnoprotein are capable of releasing mature viral capsids which are morphologically similar to WT but are defective in encapsidation of the viral DNA during the infection cycle.

Substitution of Ser7, Ser11, and Thr21 for Asp resulted in a viable virus. In order to further investigate the functional significance of the phosphorylation sites of agnoprotein, we made conservative substitutions at the potential PKC phosphorylation sites and changed them to Asp (i.e., Ser7, Ser11, and Thr21 to Asp). It was expected that these changes might mimic a constitutive phosphorylation of agnoprotein but still exhibit a defect in the viral life cycle. For this purpose, JCV Mad-1 WT or its Asp mutant genome (Mut-Asp) were transfected into SVG-A cells (8 μg of DNA/2 x 10^6 cells/75-cm² flask). Whole media (12 ml) were collected at the indicated time points, spun at 10,000 rpm to clear cell debris, and subjected to immunoprecipitation with an anti-VP1 antibody. The other half were analyzed by Southern blotting to detect encapsidated viral DNA. In lane 1, nuclear extract, prepared from infected cells, was loaded as a positive control (+ Cont.). In lane 2, nuclear extract, prepared from uninfected SVG-A cells, was loaded as a negative control (− Cont.). (B) Analysis of encapsidated viral DNA by Southern blotting. Encapsidated viral DNA from the released viral particles was purified by using QIAGEN spin columns (64), digested with BamHI and DpnI enzymes, resolved on 1% agarose gel, and analyzed by Southern blotting with probes prepared from whole Mad-1 genome. In lane 1, Mad-1 WT genome (2 ng) digested with BamHI was loaded as a positive control (+ Cont.). In lane 2, DNA isolated from untransfected cells was loaded as a negative control (− Cont.). (C) Analysis of released viral particles by EM. Mad-1 WT genome or its agnoprotein mutant (Mut3) were separately transfected into SVG-A cells (8 μg of DNA/2 x 10^6 cells/75-cm² flask). Released viral particles were immunoprecipitated by using an anti-VP-1 (pAbS97) antibody on day 6 posttransfection and analyzed by EM. Arrows in both panels point to the JCV particles. (D) Mad-1 WT genome or its agnoprotein phosphorylation mutants (Mut1, Mut2, and Mut3) were separately transfected into SVG-A cells (8 μg of DNA/2 x 10^6 cells/75-cm² flask). The released viral particles were immunoprecipitated by an anti-VP-1 antibody (pAbS97) and analyzed by Western blotting with an antibody (a rabbit polyclonal antibody raised against SV40 capsid proteins, which is also cross-reactive with JCV viral capsid proteins) that detects viral capsid proteins. In lane 1, nuclear extract, prepared from infected cells, was loaded as a positive control (+ Cont.). In lane 2, nuclear extract, prepared from uninfected SVG-A cells, was loaded as a negative control (− Cont.).
Protein expression studies (Fig. 7A). Cycle (Fig. 7B), which is consistent with our findings from the Mut-Asp is capable of replicating at later points of infection and analyzed by Southern blotting. These results indicate that replicated DNA was digested with BamHI and DpnI enzymes (46) at days 7 and 14 posttransfection. Subsequently, newly replicated DNA was digested with BamHI and DpnI enzymes and analyzed by Southern blotting. These results indicate that Mut-Asp is capable of replicating at later points of infection cycle (Fig. 7B), which is consistent with our findings from the protein expression studies (Fig. 7A).

Discussion

Phosphorylation is a posttranslational modification that plays crucial roles in regulating the activity of many proteins. This modification can affect the stability (12), subcellular localization (6), protein-protein interaction (44), DNA binding (44), and transcriptional activity (7, 14) of various proteins. Target proteins often have many phosphorylation sites that provide them with a dynamic mechanism for executing their regulatory roles at multiple levels.

Sequence alignment of agnoproteins of polyomaviruses (JCV, BKV, and SV40) demonstrated that these three proteins show a high degree of sequence homology (≈70%). In addition, comparison of these three agnoproteins with respect to conservation of the potential PKC phosphorylation sites (Ser7, Ser11, and Thr21) showed that all three sites are completely conserved between BKV and JCV agnoprotein. Although Ser7 and Ser11 are also conserved between JCV and SV40, Thr21 on JCV agnoprotein is substituted for Ser on SV40 agnoprotein. Previous studies have demonstrated that SV40 (16) and BKV (29) agnoproteins have been reported to be phosphorylated in vivo. Although there are no data indicating a function associated with the phosphorylated form of agnoprotein of SV40 and BKV, Okada et al. reported that JCV agnoprotein may shuttle between cytoplasm and nucleus in a phosphorylation-dependent manner during the infection cycle (22). In the present study, we investigated the functional importance of phosphorylation sites of agnoprotein (Ser7, Ser11, and Thr21) by genetic and biochemical approaches and demonstrated that the phosphorylation of respective target sites on agnoprotein by PKC (Ser7, Ser11, and Thr21) is critical for virus propagation.

It was surprising to observe that neither of the phosphorylation mutants was able to successfully propagate in a tissue culture system. This finding contradicts results that we obtained from an agnoprotein point mutant, where the ATG initiation codon of agnoprotein was altered, thereby abetting agnoprotein expression. This point mutant was viable but propagated less efficiently than WT (Fig. 3B). Protein expression studies showed that each of the phosphorylation site mutants proteins expressed at comparable levels during the first round of viral infection cycle. However, it was interesting to observe that the expression level of each mutant protein declined to minimal levels toward day 7 posttransfection. A similar observation was also made for WT during the same period. However, neither of the mutants recovered from this loss, unlike WT (Fig. 4A). These results suggest that perhaps the mutant viruses are defective in the process of viral release. We investigated this possibility using a viral release assay and found that mutant viral particles were efficiently released from the infected cells compared to WT (Fig. 6A). We then investigated whether the released mutant viral particles were in fact deficient in viral DNA content and therefore defective in propagation. Analysis of such viral particles demonstrated a significant deficiency in the viral DNA content. We further investigated the morphology and nature of the released particles by EM and Western blotting, respectively (Fig. 6A and B). Our results confidently showed that the released mutant viral particles are morphologically indistinguishable from WT and also contain other viral capsid proteins, which strongly indicate that mutant viruses have indeed a deficiency in encapsidation of viral DNA. We also reasoned that conservative changes at the PKC phosphorylation sites of agnoprotein might result in a viable virus, which would then sustain the replication cycle. The substitution of Ser7, Ser11, and Thr21 for Asp indeed resulted in a virus that is viable and is capable of replicating at later points of infection cycle (Fig. 7), which demonstrate the importance of the phosphorylation sites of agnoprotein in the viral replication cycle. These findings explain why the mutants were defective in propagation but do not explain the mechanism(s) that render these mutants defective in viral maturation. A closer inspection of the agnoprotein amino acid sequence revealed that it has an excess of positive charge in the absence of phosphorylation. It is known that phosphate groups provide negative charges to a target protein which in turn may affect the conformation and thereby the function of the target protein. Since neither of the phosphorylation mu-
tants was able to propagate beyond the first round of infection cycle, it is possible that the mutant agnoproteins target specific cellular or viral proteins and restrict their functions by not releasing them at the required time of the infection cycle, thus affecting the process of the viral maturation. WT agnoprotein, on the other hand, might bind to the same factors as its unphosphorylated form, but it releases its binding partners, when it is required, thus permitting the infection cycle to proceed. An alternative mechanism is also likely. That is, while phosphorylated WT agnoprotein prevents viral capsids from forming too soon, and upon dephosphorylation, it permits a normal viral maturation process to take place. In contrast, the mutant agnoproteins may never be able to prevent viral capsids from oligomerization, and therefore the empty capsids form too early, resulting in an abortive infection. Another possibility is that the highly positive mutant agnoprotein may bind to viral DNA and prevent it from being packaged into the capsids. Such alterations may result in morphological changes in infected cells and perhaps in the process of capsid maturation. In fact, morphological comparison of the cells infected with Mut3 and with those infected with WT showed clear differences (Fig. 5). The cells infected with Mut3 displayed a kidney-shaped nuclear morphology during the early periods of infection cycle compared to WT (Fig. 5D). The cells infected with WT showed a more rounded nuclear structure during the same period (Fig. 5A). We also observed a kidney-shaped nuclear structure for WT at the late phases of infection cycle, but it was not as pronounced as the one that was observed for Mut3 (Fig. 5D). Therefore, it is possible that such morphological alterations may have a considerable effect on viral maturation and immature release of the mutant virions from the infected cells.

Based on the impact of agnoprotein phosphorylation mutants on viral propagation, it is reasonable to speculate that agnoprotein phosphorylation may be differentially regulated at the different stages of the infection cycle, and this may have functional consequences. It is possible that at the initial stages of the infection cycle agnoprotein is targeted by PKC to counterbalance the negative effect of nonphosphorylated agnoprotein. However, toward the late stages of the infection cycle, the phosphate groups are partially or completely removed from agnoprotein by certain phosphatases, which in turn contribute to the facilitated release of matured virions. There are many examples from the literature showing that differentially phosphorylated sites of a protein can regulate its activity. A prime example of this is the regulation of Cdc25C activity during the meiotic G2/M transition. Phosphorylation of Cdc25C at Ser287 by cyclic AMP-dependent kinase A leads to the inactivation of that mutant proteins may have a much longer half-life of than WT. This was investigated by pulse-chase experiments, and we found no significant difference between mutant and WT with respect to stability (data not shown). The mechanism(s) that contribute to the differential expression of each mutant protein compared to WT remains unknown.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that agnoprotein is phosphorylated by PKC and viruses containing phosphorylation mutants of agnoprotein do not propagate after the first round of the infection cycle. Given the fact that JCV is the etiologic agent of PML and may be involved in the induction of some of human malignancies, such findings make agnoprotein an attractive target for therapeutic interventions to control JCV-induced diseases. Therefore, understanding the molecular mechanisms associated with the regulatory function(s) of agnoprotein is important for unraveling the molecular secrets of the unique biology of JCV and JCV-induced diseases.
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